
POZOR: Zľavy na dopravu s preukazom študenta STU po novom 

ATTENTION: Discounts on transport with a new STU student card 
Dear students, 

 

we would like to inform you that from the academic year 2020/2021 there are no "transport 

functionality - TransCard" is no longer a part of the fee for the extension of the card, or the fee for 

the issuance of a new card, or a duplicate of a previous card, and is therefore not automatically set on 

the student's card, but every student who is entitled to and interested in this functionality must 

order and pay for it for the academic year through AIS. 

 

Price of functionality for academic year 2020/2021 is 1.85 €. 

 

A student who is entitled to this functionality must meet the following conditions: 

- is a full-time student, 

- has not reached the age of 26 to 1st september of the relevant academic year, 

- has not yet successfully completed a master degree 

 

The functionality provides students with discounts for most of the public carriers in Slovakia. 

 

Functionality is purchased only once for each academic year, in case of transfer to another study within 

STU, or in the case of an exchange of license, it does not need to be purchased again in the same 
academic year. 

 

Ordering functionality for the academic year 2020/20201 is available through AIS – Student’s portal / 

Orders - it is a separate fee that can be ordered by students who are entitled to this functionality and 

are enrolled in academic year 2020/2021. 

 

Details for payment - account number, variable symbol, amount of the ordered fee - can be found by 

default in AIS in the section Student’s portal / Study financing. 

In the case of an online payment by card, the fee is considered immediately paid after a successful 

transaction and will be sent to the TransCard database and to the carrier within the same day, no later 

than the next day. When paying by bank transfer, the payment must be credited to the STU account 

and must be matched in the AIS to the student's payment prescription, which may take several working 

days before it is sent to the TransCard database and to the carrier. 

Payment matching will be done automatically when entering the correct Variable symbol and the correct 

account number, do not combine multiple generated fees in AIS into one payment. 

 

The fee for this functionality is paid to the university account (not to the faculty account), so be careful 

when paying, 

The use of the discounts provided by carriers is only possible after the fee for functionality is paid for 

and the information is sent to the TransCard database! 

Subsequently, it is necessary to activate the transport part of the student card at the university 

terminal. 

 

Procedure for obtaining discounts for carriers through a STU student card: 

1. ordering the "TransCard transport functionality" functionality in AIS 

2. payment of the generated fee 

3. activation at the university terminal 

 

The purchased functionality is valid until is valid until 30th september of the following academic year or 

until the end of the study. 

Senior students who were entitled to transport functionality in 2019/2020 and had it activated on the 

license, have it valid until 30th september 2020. 

 

 

More info at: http://stuba.sk/preukaz 

Contact: preukaz.studenta@stuba.sk 
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